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Diet secrets of the rich, famous, and thin!Where health meets style, where the world-renowned

Hamptons meet the Mediterranean--that's the Hamptons Diet, a weight-loss plan that has been a

breakthrough success for some of the world's leading celebrities. In The Hamptons Diet, Dr. Fred

Pescatore, one of the world's most highly visible diet experts, offers you a prescription for losing

weight quickly while looking great and staying healthy that's inspired by the healthy lifestyles and

demanding palates of the rich and famous. With the Hamptons Diet, you eat healthy carbohydrates

and ample protein, achieving a naturally low-glycemic balance. In this satisfying, easy-to-follow

program, you get everything you need to lose weight quickly and safely, including thirty days of meal

plans, a secret ingredient--macadamia nut oil, which boosts your metabolism and is the healthiest

cooking oil on the planet--and almost 200 sumptuous recipes."Dr. Pescatore's diet is delicious and

sound and represents one of the best options."--Ann Louise Gittleman, author of the New York

Times bestselling The Fat Flush Plan and The Fast Track One-Day Detox Diet"Dr. Pescatore's The

Hamptons Diet takes the Diet Revolution to the next level--a healthy, sensible diet and lifestyle plan

that will make us all thinner, happier, and healthier."--Fran Gare, N.D., Southampton, author of

Anti-Aging Diet Evolution
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The latest offering from this former Medical Director of the Atkins Center is his best work yet - from

both a reading standpoint and with the viewpoint of the average dieter (in other words, with a



realistic assessment of what the average person is and is not willing to do on a long-term basis)

considered.The Hamptons Diet focuses on controlling the number and quality of carbs eaten while

eating the right types of food and fat. This book is much lighter on the actual science (the part that

goes right over most reader?s heads anyway) and a lot heavier on the simply explained How-To?s

(the part the average reader benefits from the most.)The Hamptons Diet introduces several new

food pyramids, instead of just turning the Standard USDA food pyramid upside-down. This strategy

will help you to make wise food choices from each food category while not making you feel

hopeless about *never* again eating [whatever your favorite is]. For each of the food groups, there

is a separate pyramid that presents the basic choices in levels of desirability - in other words,

choices can be made that are always desirable and preferred over all others, even if the other

choices are not actually prohibited, per se. In the protein pyramid, processed and fried meats are

not actually prohibited, but they are undesirable in comparison to the other choices, so they appear

up at the peak of the pyramid, with a recommendation to limit their consumption. There are separate

pyramids for vegetables, grains, fruit and sugars, fats and oils. Whole grains and legumes are

allowed on the Hamptons Diet, in varying amounts depending on your individual needs/progress.I

can definitely see myself sticking to this one for the rest of my life, and I find myself becoming quite

fond of the taste of mac-nut oil!Dr. Pescatore explains clearly in the Hamptons Diet that where he

differs from Dr. Atkins is in the amount and type of fats he recommends, not the basic principles.

The Hamptons Diet prescribes the regular use of macadamia nut oil as the sole added fat, in place

of all other choices. Because macadamia nut oil contains equally balanced omega-3 and omega-6

fats and is also the richest in monounsaturated omega-9 fats with a high smoke-point, he says it is

by far the healthiest choice for everyone.I am sure you are wondering about the differences

between this plan and the South Beach Diet, given the similarity in their names and the timing of

their publication. In this low-carber's opinion, the Hamptons Diet is far preferable. I base this opinion

on the fact that while dairy products are not encouraged in large amounts on the Hamptons Diet,

you may still choose to eat the less processed, full-fat, pure forms of these foods when you do

choose to eat dairy. South Beach encourages liquid margarine substitutes in spite of warnings

against hydrogenated and trans-fatty acids, and also encourages non-fat or low-fat dairy

substitutes, in spite of the fact that the lower-fat versions of these foods consist mostly of

chemicals.One of Dr. Pescatore?s strongest consistent messages over the years, a message for

which he has earned my utmost respect, is that we should ALL be eating REAL FOOD - the less

processed, and the less manipulated, the better. He warns to never eat trans-fats, margarine,

hydrogenated fats, or - this will be surprising to some - canola oil (completely man-made, and highly



refined.) He also discourages the use of grapeseed oil.Dr. Pescatore refers specifically to protein

shakes, bars, and most commercially produced low-carb snack foods as ?crutches?. He states

unequivocally that there is no such thing as a ?net? carbohydrate, and while still encouraging high

fiber foods, says that the only number that counts on any label is the official total carb count. (Talk

about taking a stand - hear, hear! for the complete lack of potential confusion in this message! HOW

REFRESHING IS THAT.)Dr. P also encourages organic foods, while recognizing that not everyone

will be able to afford to eat organically all the time, including himself. He recommends if you can

only afford to eat one organic food on a regular basis, to make it eggs. Organically-raised eggs tend

to have a perfect 1 to 1 ratio of omega-6 to omega-3 fats, while the omega-6 fats (the ones we tend

to get too many of) in commercial eggs can appear in a ratio of as great as 19 to 1!It appears that

even if his body is in the Hamptons most of the time these days, Dr. P's wallet and sensibilities have

remained firmly in middle America. That is just one of the reasons that I recommend that you RUN -

Don't Walk - and get your own copy of the Hamptons Diet.HAMPTONS DIET SUMMARY:-

Encourages use of Australian macadamia nut oil in place of all other added oils and fats-

Encourages organic foods and discourages all highly processed foods- Restricts total carb intake

according to weight loss or maintenance phase, with no truly forbidden foods- Introduces a whole

new set of new food pyramids to help dieters make wise choices from each food category-

Encourages moderate alcohol consumption

I am so glad for the Hamptons Diet. If you take time to read this book and learn from Dr. Pescatore's

11 years of practicing nutritional medicine, you will see that this is the future of weight loss. It is the

first sane, practical approach that I have ever seen. I can't tell you how much better it is than South

Beach and heads and tails above Atkins. Talk about sellling one's soul. Atkins sold out long before

he died and Agaston signing a deal with Kraft is like signing a deal with the devil. I could never

recommend my patients to follow the Atkins program but thought I could recommend South Beach

but I was upset by the lack of depth of any knowledge or information in that book.As a cardiologist,

monounsaturated fats are the healthiest fats to eat and Dr. Pescatore should be applauded for

pointing that simple fact out and taking the time to explain how to understand cooking oils - by far

the most misunderstood yet critical parts of our diet. And he does it in such a way that I have

photocopied that chapter and hand it out to all my patients and they are all enjoying it much more

than SB. I don't know what his interest in MacNut oil is but I sure wish I had thought about it - good

going and keep up the great work Dr. P



This is one of the best diet books and healthiest plans I have ever read - and I've read a lot! It

combines the Atkin's diet with good science and common sense. It finally taught me about the

different oils - oincluding the canola oil myth. It is far superior to the Southbeach Diet book(which

never seems to give a real diet plan, just menus). The two things I would change about the

Hampton's book: 1. Give a more definite protein portion size (the recipes seem to be about 4 to 8

ounces per serving)and/or total daily protein count 2. Include a carbohydrate table. However, all in

all, an excellent book!

I don't know about anyone else, but I have been doing this diet wihtout using macadamia nut oil and

have had the same amazing results as the people in his book. I am using olive oil and some other

oils and doign really well and have lost 18 pounds in one month following this program - the most

weight I have ever lost. I had to read the book twice to see that Dr. Pescatore is simply giving us a

healthy way to eat for the rest of one's life. He is trying to make sense of all the fads and trends out

there to make low carb a sustainable way of life and to be healthy in the long run. I am so happy for

Dr. Pescatore and The Hamptons Diet and I can't wait to lose more weight

Until I found The Hamptons Diet, I spent countless hours explaining to my clients why Atkins and

South Beach were not the right way to lose weight and eat healthy. Dr. Pescatore's healthy

approach to weight loss, taking the best of controlled carbs and the Mediterranean diet built on a

whole, organic foods platform is right on the money! And anyone who knows even a little bit about

the science of fats knows that monounsaturated fats should make up the majority of everyone's fat

intake. My clients have found Macadamia nut oil at all their local health food stores and are making

sure that the local grocers stock it, too. And while it costs more than the junk oils they're used to,

nobody seems to mind spending a couple of dollars more for the results. They can't believe

something that good can be healthy. So thank you Dr. Pescatore, now my clients can just buy The

Hamptons Diet and spend all the extra time we spent on nutrition doing a few extra sets to get ready

for the beach this summer!
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